Testimonials – October Training Institute 2017

My experience with the SCA training has been an amazing experience in both skill building and knowledge and understanding of persons who are affected by Aphasia – The teaching team at AI are excellent examples of professionals and compassionate teachers. Highly recommend this training.
Lorraine Pyle, CCSH Belleville, ON

Metaphor - I feel like I learned the “aphasia language” just like I learn French or Italian. And the instructors taught me the alphabet of the “aphasia language”. It’s my responsibility to put these letters of the alphabet to form meaningful words and help my patients who can show me how competent they are and allow natural conversations between humans. KUDOS to you all for the wonderful work you do and the immense impact on our members with aphasia.

Invaluable experience and education. Beautiful opportunity to provide the ability to use conversation with all people. Inspired to continue to make a difference in others’ lives.

The value of formal SCA training has been immense for me – both in practical applications and in “grand ideas” for the future. It has really re-focused my SLP practice on the practical outcome of increasing life participation and independence/autonomy in future conversations.

Thank you for providing me with such detailed resources that I can share with others as well as look back and review myself.

This course has given me lots of tools to communicate with my clients with aphasia. It has given me new ideas and visions and I’m looking forward to share the SCA method with my colleagues and other professionals in my rehabilitation centre. Thank you for the course!

It was an amazing week of learning. A great occasion to deepen and increase my knowledge on treatment for PWA and their families.

Days have been long but every morning I have been so thrilled to come back and learn more. I like that workshops have been diverse and also methods of learning have been many. Thank you for opening your doors for one week! I hope I can spread the joy of finding and using communication ramps back home.

I always learn so much when I come here. I have new information that I love taking back to my allied health care team and implementing at my facility.